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HOW DO YOU WORK TOGETHER WHEN YOU ARE TWO? 
 
Performance festival investigates the collaboration between two people 
– a constellation which many might know from love relations, 
friendships and colleagues. Artists, philosophers, students and other 
workers contribute to focus on duo work, and the audience can tune in 
on what you’re capable of when being two. At Dansehallerne, 
Copenhagen and Inkonst, Malmö October 28th-31st 2015.    
 
 
WORKS AT WORK: duo works is the second international performance festival in a series 
of three. Whereas the first festival, solo works, thematised the solo artist’s schism of being 
his or her own boss and employer, duo works studies the artistic potential and social 
challenges of working together. The third festival will concentrate on group works.  
The festival explores how an artistic work is created through relations, work, conflicts, time 
and money. Here you get an insight of the working conditions behind the art of being two. 
WORKS AT WORK: duo works opens the discussion of how we work and develop 
together when we are two – as partners, friends or colleagues from different cultures.  
 
 

 
Pijin Neji (Japan) and Jee-Ae Lim (Korea) raise the question ”Is it possible to dance another person’s 
culture?” in their duo-performance Reprise (2014). Foto: Kazuyki Matsumoto   
 
 



SYMBIOSIS, STRUGGLE OR CULTURE CLASH 
What is it that drives the duo collaboration forward and what ties it together? Is it the 
symbiosis, the twin-like being, the synchronicity in the people’s practise? Or is it the 
arguments, the antagonism, the competition between the two that have an impact on the 
dynamics and the expression of the work?  
WORKS AT WORKS: duo works presents four duo performances by a series of 
international, acknowledged performance artists who continuously collaborate.   
The two curators Cecilie Ullerup Schmidt and Ida-Elisabeth Larsen know the duo 
collaboration from their own work in the performance groups Chuck Morris and two-
women-machine-show.  
 
Artist talks and lectures 
The festival will also give room to talk about the conditions of art today: about the social 
and temporal economy that lies behind the works.  
Discussions and artist talks are moderated in collaboration with the duo constellations 
Chuck Morris and two-women-machine-show.   
 
Contact 
For further information, interview appointments and press photos please contact Karen 
Toftegaard at karen@karentoftegaard.dk or 22 98 67 43.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ABOUT WORKS AT WORK 
Curated by: Artistic director Cecilie Ullerup Schmidt and dramaturge Ida-Elisabeth 
Larsen  
 
Duo works is the second international performance festival in the series WORKS AT 
WORK that explores artistic work as a way of life. WORKS AT WORK invites recognized 
artists, philosophers and students, who are all known for developing a certain practise in 
the genre of duo work, to Dansehallerne in Copenhagen.  
 
Where: Dansehallerne, Pasteursvej 20, 1799 København V  
When: October 28th – 31st 2015, warm up at Inkonst Malmö October 23rd  
Language: English 
Tickets: teaterbilletter.dk / dansehallerne.dk 
 
Performing artist: deufert & plischke (DE), Kim Hjorthøj & Lisa Östberg (SE), Jee-Ae Lim 
& Pijin Neji (ROK/JP), Quast & Knoblich (DE) and more 
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Couple - deufert&plischke (DE) 
Besides being a couple Thomas Plischke and Kattrin Deuffert form the artist duo 
deufert&plischke (DE). Since 2001 they have merged work and private life, and replaced 
their artist egos with collective choreographic writing processes with colleagues, 
philosophers and students. At WORKS AT WORK: duo works they present the 
performance Niemandszeit. 
 
Friendship – Hendrik Quast & Maika Knoblich (DE) 
The two friends Quast & Knoblich found each other at Institute for Applied Theatre 
Studies in Giessen in 2009 where they studied together. Their works are installation 
performances dealing with natural materials, a rural atmosphere and artificial light, and 
their live commentary voice over is unmistakable.   
In Fortune Teller they investigate the phenomenon dowry and let sets of china bear 
witness to matrimonial destiny.  
 
Culture clash - Pijin Neji og Jee-Ae Lim (JP/ROK) 
Jee-Ae Lim is a traditional Korean dancer and Pijin Neji is a Japanese butoh dancer and 
choreographer. At WORKS AT WORK: duo works their two cultures meet in their second 
duo work, Reprise (2014). Here the two classically trained dancers pass on their deeply 
anchored physical cultural heritage to each other and ask: Is it possible to dance another 
person’s culture? 
 
The festival is supported by: Danish Arts Foundation, City of Copenhagen 
 
In collaboration with: Goethe-Institut Dänemark, Danish National School of Performing 
Arts, Independent Choreographers, Inkonst Malmö. 
 

 


